The Mission of the Lorena Ochoa Golf Foundation is
to provide opportunity for children and adults with
family based health, education and inclusion
programs delivered through family golf activities.

Lorena Ochoa
Legendary golfer and cultural icon Lorena Ochoa is beginning the next chapter of her life. Lorena is
one of those rare and special people who transcend her reach as a sport star and influences lives
and culture as a humanitarian icon.
Lorena Ochoa was born in Guadalajara, México in 1981. She started playing golf at the age of
five, won her first state event at the age of six and her first national event when she was seven. She
won five consecutive titles at the Junior World Golf Championships and competed in more than 60
tournaments throughout Mexico as a child.
In 2000 Lorena enrolled at the University of Arizona. She won the NCAA Player of the Year Award in
2001 and 2002. She set an NCAA record with seven consecutive wins in her first seven events and
set and the NCAA single-season scoring average record. Mexican President Vicente Fox awarded
Ochoa with the National Sports Award in 2001. Ochoa is the youngest recipient of the award in its
history and the only golfer to receive it.
Lorena won 27 LPGA tournaments including two majors during her LPGA career. In 2008 Forbes
recognized her in the top 100 list of Most Influential People on Earth and TIME Magazine also listed
her in the top 100 Most Important People on Earth. She has been named Best Athlete, Player of the
Year and Woman of the Year by organizations such as Fox Sports, EFE, Glamour Magazine, The
Associated Press and ESPYS.
Lorena also competed in track, tennis, basketball and swimming events when she was younger and
has climbed two mountains in her lifetime. Lorena was the Rolex #1 Player in the World for three
consecutive years and was the Rolex Player of the Year for four consecutive years when she retired
from fulltime competitive golf in 2010.
Her fulltime LPGA career behind her, Lorena is taking on her next mission; The Lorena Ochoa Golf
Foundation.
Lorena believes her spectacular accomplishments and, even more important, her health and
happiness are a direct result of having a full and balanced childhood. Through the Lorena Ochoa
Golf Foundation (LOGF) Lorena will share the life lessons of health, education and family values she
learned as a young girl growing up in Guadalajara, Mexico.

Building a Better Life Through
Golf
Golf provides a fun and healthy environment for the entire
family. A sport of a lifetime, there is no sport that better
promotes interaction of generations and offers the learning
opportunities that go along with this. The lessons learned in
becoming a golfer are the same as those needed to achieve
success in life.
Golf teaches honesty, integrity, sportsmanship and the value
of hard work. Within this learning environment families will
learn a path to a healthy life and a better education.

Why is LOGF Needed?

The Economic Impact of Obesity

Digital Divide vs. Digital Inclusion
It has been roughly a decade since the term “Digital Divide” was first
introduced into national public policy discourse as an issue that materially
affects social, cultural and economic well-being of the United States. The
Digital Divide denotes the gap between information technology haves and
have-nots. In those early years of the information age, experts in both the
public and private sectors questioned the impact of this divide on societywhat would happen to those left out of digital life-the have-nots?
Since then, access to information technology has become a socioeconomic given. Yet, little progress has truly been made in making
technology accessible to everyone. It is a fact that those who have online
access and are digitally literate are more likely to be economically secure
and less at risk than those who do not.
(From Power Up: The Campaign for Digital Inclusion)

Who’s Connected?

Diversity in Golf
Golfers

African American 6%
Asian American 5%
Hispanic 6%
Caucasion 86%
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How Will We Do It?

How Will We do It?
Lorena Ochoa’s Neighborhood Golf is a mobile golf
experience used to bring the game to thousands of
people who may not otherwise ever have the
opportunity to play golf. This program will travel to
places where you would not expect to get a golf
experience such as Chivas Stadium, Museum of Latin
American Art, youth soccer tournaments, schools and
community street fairs.
At these public events golf will be professionally
introduced to families by PGA and LPGA golf
professionals. We are proud to say we are an Official
Partner of the PGA of America.

How Will We Do It?
The thousands of people we touch at these public venues
will be invited and welcomed to our Lorena Ochoa Golf
Foundation partner golf courses where they will enjoy
golf, fitness and education programs designed for the entire
extended family. This is where the real work of the
foundation begins.
Golf provides a fun and healthy environment for the entire
family. A sport of a lifetime, there is no sport that better
promotes interaction of generations and offers the healthy
learning opportunities that go along with this. What other
sport can children play side by side with their
parents, grandparents and even great grandparents?
Building a strong family bond is a goal of LOGF and an
important part of a happy and healthy life.

Thank you for teeing it up with us!

